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Abstract. Fundamental diagram, a graphical representation of the relationship among traffic flow, speed, and density, has 
been the foundation of traffic flow theory and transportation engineering for many years. Underlying a fundamental dia-
gram is the relation between traffic speed and density, which serves as the basis to understand system dynamics. Empirical 
observations of the traffic speed versus traffic density show a wide-scattering of traffic speeds over a certain level of density, 
which would form a speed distribution over a certain level of density. The main aim of the current research is to study on 
the distribution of traffic speed in different traffic conditions in the urban roads since the distribution of traffic speed is 
necessary for many traffic engineering applications including generating traffic in micro-simulation systems. To do so, the 
traffic stream is videotaped at various locations in the city of Budapest (Hungary). The recorded videos were analysed by 
traffic engineering experts and different traffic conditions were extracted from these recorded videos based on the prede-
fined scenarios. Then their relevant speeds in that time interval were estimated with the so-called “g-estimator method” 
using the outputs of the available loop detectors among the videotaped locations. Then different parametric candidate 
distributions have been fitted to the speeds by Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) method. Having fitted different 
parametric distributions to speed data, they were compared by three goodness-of-fit tests along with two penalized crite-
ria (Akaike Information Criterion – AIC and Bayesian Information Criterion – BIC) in order to overcome the over-fitting 
problems. The results showed that the speed of traffic flow follows exponential, normal, lognormal, gamma, beta and chi-
square distribution in the condition that traffic flow followed over-saturated congestion, under saturated flow, free flow, 
congestion, accelerated flow and decelerated flow respectively. 

Keywords: speed distribution, traffic condition, urban road traffic, traffic flow dynamics, speed–density relationship,  
interrupted traffic flow.

Introduction 

Fundamental diagram, a graphical representation of the 
relation among traffic flow, speed, and density, has been 
the foundation of traffic flow theory and transportation 
engineering for many years. For example, the analysis of 
traffic dynamics relies on input from this fundamental 
diagram to find when and where congestion builds up 
and how it dissipates; traffic engineers use a fundamental 
diagram to determine how well a road facility serves its 
users and how to plan for new facilities in case of capac-
ity expansion. Underlying a fundamental diagram is the 
relation between traffic speed and density, which roughly 
corresponds to drivers’ speed choices under varying car-
following distances. In fact, this relation serves as the basis 
to understand traffic system dynamics in various scientific 
areas including traffic flow (Wang et al. 2009). Empirical 

observations show a wide-scattering of traffic speeds over 
a certain level of density. This scattering effect is due to the 
randomness of drivers’ speed choices. In fact, due to the 
stochastic nature of traffic flow, the observed speed may 
vary over a certain range, forming a distribution. These 
distributions in highways, or in general un-interrupted 
traffic flows, would follow the normal distribution over a 
certain level of density as shown in Figure 1 (Wang et al. 
2009). Jun (2010) mentioned that the change or variability 
of speed distributions on a specified roadway during a cer-
tain period of time may explain the trends or patterns of 
how the characteristics of traffic on the roadway vary. The 
conditions that turn to a different speed distribution (rath-
er than Normal distribution) are quite often realized in 
non-highway or urban roads, where, in general, the traffic 
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stream is much more complicated (Maghrour Zefreh et al. 
2016). This assumption is supported by IMAGINE (2006), 
where different speed distributions are related to differ-
ent traffic conditions. The development of mathematical 
tools focused on the modelling of the speed distribution 
in a traffic flow is widely reported in the scientific litera-
ture (Castro et al. 2008; Dey et al. 2006; Fitzpatrick et al. 
2000; Trozzi et al. 1996). In general, speed distribution is 
necessary for many traffic engineering applications. For 
instance, an appropriate speed distribution model is the 
fundamental input for generating vehicles in traffic micro-
simulation systems (Park, Schneeberger 2003; Llorca et al. 
2015) and other applications such as activity-travel sched-
uling simulation (Liao et al. 2013; Liao 2016). Moreover, 
speed distribution can be utilized in theoretical analyses 
of traffic flow characteristics and to plan the appropriate 
traffic operational measures (Yu, Abdel-Aty 2014).

To sum up, in literature it is reported that, there is a 
normal distribution of traffic speed associated with each 
level of density in the so-called un-interrupted traffic flows 
(e.g. traffic flow in the highways) (Wang et al. 2013). Fur-
thermore, different studies in the literature generally dem-
onstrated the fact that distribution of traffic speed might 
deviate from normal distribution in interrupted traffic 
flows, e.g. urban road traffic flows (Maurya et al. 2015), 
however, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no 
empirical study available in the literature that assigns the 
best fitted parametric distributions to the interrupted traf-
fic speeds according to different traffic conditions. There-
fore, the current research work attempts to fill this gap in 
the literature by studying on the distribution of the traffic 
speed in the so-called interrupted traffic flows where traf-
fic is more complicated than highways due to the presence 
of traffic lights, intersections etc.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
The applied methodology in details including the extrac-
tion of desired traffic conditions from the videotaped traf-
fic flow based on the predefined scenarios, speed estima-
tion, distribution fitting and goodness-of-fit testing are 

described in Section 1. A case study, at first, is considered 
in Section 2 where traffic flow followed acceleration pro-
cess (for the illustration purpose) and then the obtained 
results for the other traffic conditions are presented and 
discussed respectively. Finally, the findings of the current 
research are concluded in the last section.

1. Methodology

In order to study on the distribution of the speed in the 
so-called interrupted traffic flow, a widespread traffic vid-
eo tapping has been done in various locations in the city of 
Budapest (Hungary). Table 1 shows the investigated sites. 
Furthermore, Figure 2 shows the speed–density relation-
ship of the traffic flow in the investigated area.

Table 1. Investigated sites for traffic flow analysis

Location Video 
recording

Detector 
data

Number  
of lanes (in each 

direction)
Villanyi – Karolina 
Road (N) √ √ 1

Villanyi – Karolina 
Road (S) √ √ 1

Villanyi – Alsohegy 
Road (N) √ √ 1

Villanyi Road (710–4) √ √ 1
Villanyi Road (710–5) √ √ 1
Villanyi Road (710–6) √ √ 2
Villanyi Road (710–7) √ √ 2
Alsohegy – Villanyi 
Road (S) √ √ 1

Hamzsabegi Road √ – 1
Szent Gellert Road √ – 2
Budafoki Road √ – 1
Moricz Zsigmond 
Road √ – 1

1.1. Extracting different traffic conditions  
from the traffic flow

Having recorded the traffic flow, the recorded videos were 
analysed by traffic engineering experts and different traf-
fic conditions (under saturated flow, free flow, congestion, 
over-saturated congestion, accelerated flow, decelerated 
flow) were extracted from these recorded videos based on 
the predefined scenarios.

1.1.1. Defining different scenarios
The defined scenarios are theoretically explained here us-
ing a theoretical representation of a characteristic diagram 
for traffic moving at a traffic light when it turns to green 
shown in Figure 3.

The condition in which the traffic congestion would 
not be disappeared in the cycles demand (exceeds capac-
ity for significant period) is considered as over-saturated 
congestion. This is the region xj ≤ x < xL in Figure 3 where 

Figure 1. Three-dimensional representation of the  
speed–density relationship (Wang et al. 2009)
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Figure 2. Speed–density relationship of the traffic flow in the study area (source: compiled by the authors)
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density is close to jam density kj. The under saturated 
flow is considered when the traffic is close to the capac-
ity (and will be discharged in a cycle) in the region x < 
xj, where traffic is flowing with the density lower than 
optimal density ki < km, as the flow is not unimpeded. 
The free flow traffic is considered when there are a few 
numbers of vehicles in the street (much lower than 
the capacity) in the region x < xj, where traffic is flow-
ing with the density lower than optimal density ki < km,  
as the flow is not unimpeded. The deceleration process is 
considered in the condition where traffic flow is getting 
closer to the xj, where the shockwave, black curve, trav-
els backward through the traffic in Phase 1 shown in the 
Figure 3. When the traffic light turns green, vehicles are 
able to leave the light entirely unimpeded, so the density 
would be equal to optimal density k = km and obviously 
flow would be in its maximum. This condition is consid-
ered as the acceleration process in which the shock wave 
slows down and starts to move back towards the traffic 
light (Phase 2). The condition in which traffic light turns 
to green but the intersection is not completely empty (in-
dividual cycle failures) yet is considered as congestion.

1.1.2. Extracting different traffic conditions  
from the recorded videos
In the current research, traffic flow is videotaped at vari-
ous intersections in the city of Budapest during the whole 
day. The video tapped traffic flow is further analysed by 
traffic engineering experts in order to extract different 
traffic conditions from these videos based on the already 
defined scenarios in Section 1.1.1. For instance, Figure 4a 
shows a series of the frames extracted from the recorded 
video when traffic flow followed the deceleration process 
in one of the videotaped locations (Hamzsabegi Road) 
during the day and Figure 4b shows a series of the frames 
extracted from the recorded video when traffic flow fol-
lowed acceleration process in one of the videotaped loca-
tions (Szent Gellert Road) during the night. 

It should be highlighted that literature has scientifically 
proved that night driving behaviour would influence on 
car-following conditions resulting in generating instabil-

ity in traffic flow (Jiang, Wu 2007; Bella et al. 2014; Bella, 
Calvi 2013). This instability in traffic flow is the basis of 
generating different traffic conditions that would be lead-
ed to different speed profiles and distributions. Therefore 
taking traffic conditions as the basis of speed distribution 
analysis might seem to be a logical assumption in both day 
times and night times.

1.2. Speed estimation by g-estimator method  
from loop detector outputs
Data from loop detectors have been primary sources for 
traffic information, and single loops are the predominant 
loop detector type in many places. Unfortunately, the most 
common form of traffic detector, the single loop detector, 
is incapable of providing speed measurements. Therefore, 
traffic speed should be calculated based on the detector 
output, that is, traffic volume and occupancy time. Since 
the loop detector outputs may contain some incorrect/
missed values due to equipment malfunctions and com-
munication faults, before doing the speed estimation, the 
outputs of detectors have been validated and the incor-
rect/missed values were imputed based on the algorithms 
proposed by Maghrour Zefreh and Török (2018a). Having 
done the validation/imputation process, traffic speed is es-
timated by the so-called “g-estimator method” using the 
loop detector outputs as shown in Equation (1):

( ) ( )
( )

=
⋅ ⋅

N i
S i

T O i g
,  (1)

where: i is the time interval index; S  is the speed for each 
time interval; N is the number of vehicles per interval 
(volume); O is the percentage of time in which loop is 
occupied per interval; T represents the hours per interval; 
g is the constant based on mean vehicle length and detec-
tor size. 

It should be noted that, in this research, the parameter 
g in Equation (1) is calibrated based on Maghrour Zefreh 
et al. (2017). Having estimated the speeds, the desired time 
intervals (based on the time intervals of extracted traffic 
conditions from the recorded videos) were extracted for 
the further investigation (finding their distributions).

Figure 3. Characteristic diagram for traffic moving at a traffic light (Lustri 2010)
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1.3. Fitting distributions to the estimated speeds

Speed distribution studies provide an insight into the ag-
gregate flow of vehicles, which have important applica-
tions in lots of issues such as kinematical traffic simulation 
model, road design, speed limit evaluation, road traffic 

noise prediction, traffic safety evaluation, bicycle perfor-
mance evaluation, analysis of pedestrian walking, capac-
ity estimation, Level of Service analysis, Safety analysis, 
bus operation analysis etc. (Iannone et  al. 2013; Berry, 
Belmont 1951; Lin et  al. 2008; Maghrour Zefreh, Török 
2018b; Wang et  al. 2015; Vadeby, Forsman 2016, 2017;  

Figure 4. Queue: a – forming, representing deceleration in traffic speed (Hamzsabegi Road);  
b – dissipating, representing acceleration in traffic speed (Szent Gellert Road)

a) b)
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Maurya et al. 2015, 2016; Bassani et al. 2016; Hustim, Fu-
jimoto 2012; Chandra, Bharti 2013; Du et al. 2017). The 
main aim of the current research is to investigate the varia-
tions of traffic speed in different traffic conditions in urban 
roads. This assumption is supported by Jun (2010) where 
the change between different speed distributions would 
show the pattern of traffic variations of a roadway system.

In this paper, distribution of the speeds within the 
desired time intervals (extracted traffic conditions from 
the recorded videos) is investigated by the Maximum 
Likelihood Estimation (MLE) method using “fitdistrplus” 
package in R programming language software (Delignette-
Muller, Dutang 2015). The entire procedure is explained 
in details in forthcoming subsections.

1.3.1. Choice of candidate distributions
Before fitting one or more distributions to a data set, it is 
generally necessary to choose good candidates among a 
predefined set of distributions. The first attempt in choos-
ing the candidate distributions for our set of data (vehicles 
speeds in different traffic conditions) was done by plotting 
the histogram and empirical distribution function of the 
speeds within the desired intervals based on Equation (2):

( ) { }
=

= ⋅ ≤∑
1

1 n

n i
i

F x I X x
n

,  (2)

where: X1, ..., Xn are independent and identically distribut-
ed random variables with Cumulative Distribution Func-
tion (CDF) ( ) ( )= ≤1F x P X x ; I is the indicator function, 
namely, { }≤iI X x  is 1 if Xi ≤ x and 0 otherwise. 

In addition to empirical plots, descriptive statistics of 
the data set (speeds) would help to choose candidate dis-
tributions among a set of parametric distributions particu-
larly the skewness sk and kurtosis kr parameters linked to 
the third and fourth moments. The skewness and kurtosis 
from a sample ( ) . . .~i i d

i iX X  with observations ( )i ix  is given 
by Casella and Berger (2002):

( )
( )( )

( )

 − 
 =

3

3 2Var

E X E X
sk X

X
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( )∧ ⋅ −
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−
3
3 2
2

1

2

n n m
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n m
;  (3)
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 − 
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4
2
2

1 3 1 3
m

n n
m

,  (4)

where: m2, m3, m4 denote empirical moments defined by 

( )
=

= ⋅ −∑
1

1 n
k

k i
i

m x x
n

 with xi the n observations of variable 

x and x  their mean value.

The estimated skewness and kurtosis parameters of 
the empirical distribution are further investigated by a 
skewness–kurtosis plot to choose candidates in order to 
describe a distribution among a set of parametric distri-
butions. The plot shows the locus of skewness-kurtosis 
pairs that the distribution can take by varying its param-
eter values. In fact, this plot shows the possible range of 
skewness–kurtosis combination a distribution can have. 
For instance, this combination can be a constant value 
(e.g. normal distribution with skewness of 0 and kurto-
sis of 3). It can also form a curve if the equation for es-
timating the skewness and kurtosis would be dependent 
on a single distribution parameter (e.g. gamma distribu-
tion). Skewness–kurtosis combination can further lie on 
a two-dimensional surface if the equation for estimating 
the skewness and kurtosis would be dependent on more 
than one distribution parameters (e.g. beta distribution). 
It should be noted that, for any distribution, kurtosis has 
to be greater or equal to the square of skewness plus one. 
The values lower than this threshold would be placed in 
the so-called impossible region where no distribution can 
fall in.

1.3.2. Fit of distributions by MLE method
Once selected the parametric distributions as the candi-
dates, the distribution parameters q would be estimated by 
maximizing the likelihood function defined as:

( ) ( )
=

q = q∏
1

n

i
i

L f x ,  (5)

where: xi is observed traffic speed; ( )⋅ qf  is density func-
tion of the candidate parametric distribution.

The investigated parametric distributions fitted to the 
empirical distributions are as follows:

 – normal:

( )

 −m  − ⋅  a  a m =
a ⋅ ⋅π

21exp
2

; ,
2n

x

f x ;  (6)

 – lognormal:

( )a m = ×
⋅a ⋅ ⋅ π

1; ,
2lnf x

x

( )( ) −m − ⋅a 
 

2

2

ln
exp

2

x
;  (7)

 – exponential:

( ) ( )l = l ⋅ −l ⋅; expexf x x ;  (8)

 – uniform:

( ) =
−
1

uf x
B A

;  (9)

 – logistic:

( )
 −m −  a  a m =

  −m a ⋅ + −    a   

2

exp
; ,

1 exp

lo

x

f x
x

;  (10)
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 – beta:

( ) ( )
( )

w−− ⋅ −
w =

η w

11 1
; ,

,

k

b
x x

f x k
k

, 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

Γ ⋅Γ w
η w =

Γ +w
,

k
k

k
;  (11)

 – gamma:

( ) ( ) ( )−a
a = ⋅ ⋅ −a ⋅

Γ
1; , exp

k
k

gf x k x x
k

;  (12)

 – Weibull:

( )
−      a = ⋅ ⋅ −    a a a    

1

; , exp
k k

w
k x xf x k ;  (13)

 – chi-square:

( )
t
−

t
 t = ⋅ ⋅ − 
 t ⋅Γ 

 

1
2

2

1; exp
2

2
2

ch
xf x x ,  (14)

where: a is scale parameter; m is location parameter; l is 
rate parameter; A: Min, B: Max, k: shape parameter, w is 
second shape parameter; t is degrees of freedom param-
eter; ( )η ⋅  is beta function; ( )Γ ⋅  is gamma function.

Having estimated candidate distributions parameters 
based on Equation (5), the candidate distributions would 
be fitted to the data set for the possible graphical compari-
son (goodness-of-fit plots) of the candidates with empiri-
cal distribution.

1.4. Compare fitted distributions  
by goodness-of-fit test

Having estimated different candidate parametric distribu-
tions for traffic speed in different traffic conditions based 
on Equation (5), these different distributions were at first 
compared graphically and then compared to each other 
by goodness-of-fit tests in order to find best fitted speed 
distribution in each traffic condition. The goodness-of-fit 
statistics aims to measure the distance between the fitted 
parametric distribution and the empirical distribution 
(distance between CDFs). In the current research three 
goodness-of-fit tests (Kolmogorov–Smirnov, Cramér–Von 
Mises, and Anderson–Darling) are considered based on 
D’Agostino (2017):

 – Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS):

( ) ( )−sup nF x F x ;  (15)

 – Cramér–Von Mises (CvM):

( ) ( )( )
∞

−∞

−∫
2

nF x F x dx ;  (16)

 – Anderson–Darling (AD):

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )

∞

−∞

−
⋅

⋅ −∫
2

1
nF x F x

n dx
F x F x

,  (17)

where: Fn is empirical CDF of the vehicles speeds; F is fit-
ted theoretical parametric CDF.

Apart from these statistics, two other classical penal-
ized criteria based on the log-likelihood are further con-

sidered to tackle the over-fitting problems as follows:
 – Akaike Information Criterion (AIC):

∧ 
= ⋅ − ⋅   

 
2 2 lnAIC k L ;  (18)

 – Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC):

( )
∧ 

= ⋅ − ⋅   
 

ln 2 lnBIC n k L ,  (19)

where: k is number of estimated parameters in the model; 
∧
L  is maximum value of the likelihood function for the 
model; n is number of observations.

2. Case study and results

The main aim of the current research was to study on the 
variation of the traffic speed in different traffic conditions. 
To do so, the traffic flow is disaggregated visually by the 
help of video recording based on predefined traffic condi-
tions (see Section 1.1.1). These traffic conditions, in the 
current research, are as follows: under-saturated flow, free 
flow traffic, congestion, over-saturated congestion, accel-
eration process and deceleration process. 

In this section, the proposed methodology is applied 
to the extracted speeds data (hereinafter sample time in-
terval speeds) of a scenario in which traffic flow followed 
acceleration process (hereinafter called accelerated flow 
condition). Before fitting one or more distributions to our 
speeds data set, it is necessary to choose good candidates 
among a predefined set of distributions. 

2.1. Choice of the candidate distributions  
for the sample time interval speeds  
in accelerated flow condition

The first attempt in choosing the candidate distributions 
was done by plotting the histogram and empirical dis-
tribution of the speeds based on Equation (2). Figure 5 
shows the plotted histogram on the density scale together 
with the CDF of the sample time interval speeds, where 
traffic flow followed acceleration process.

In addition to empirical plots, the third and fourth 
moments of the empirical distribution of the sample time 
interval speeds were estimated based on Equations (3) and 
(4). Table 2 shows the summary statistics of the previously 
mentioned sample time interval speeds where traffic flow 
followed acceleration process.

Having estimated the skewness and kurtosis param-
eters, a skewness-kurtosis plot of the empirical distribu-
tion based on (Cullen, Frey 1999) is further investigated 
to choose candidates in order to describe a distribution 
among a set of parametric distributions according to the 
estimated skewness and kurtosis (last two rows of Table 2).  
It should be emphasized that the non-zero skewness reveals 
a lack of symmetry of the empirical distribution, while the 
kurtosis value quantifies the weight of tails in comparison 
to the normal distribution for which the kurtosis equals 3.  
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Figure 6 shows the plotted skewness–kurtosis graph of the 
speeds within a sample time interval (traffic flow followed 
acceleration) plotted by “fitdistrplus” package in R pro-
gramming language software (Delignette-Muller, Dutang 
2015). In order to take into account the uncertainty of 
the estimated values of kurtosis and skewness from the 
calculated speeds, a nonparametric bootstrap procedure is 
performed. Values of skewness and kurtosis are computed 
on bootstrap samples (1000 samples) and reported on the 
skewness–kurtosis plot as shown in Figure 6.

By taking a wide look at Figures 5 and 6 and consider-
ing descriptive statistics of the sample time interval speeds 
(Table 2), normal, lognormal, beta, gamma and Weibull 
distributions are considered as candidate distributions for 
further investigations (distribution fitting process) for the 
mentioned sample time interval speeds. 

2.2. Fitting candidate distributions by MLE  
method to the sample time interval speeds  
in accelerated flow condition

Once selected the parametric candidate distributions (nor-
mal, lognormal, beta, gamma and Weibull distributions in 
this case), their distribution parameters were estimated by 
MLE method using Equation (5) and the related density 
functions in order to fit the candidates to the data set for 
the possible graphical comparison (goodness-of-fit plots) 
of the candidates with empirical distribution.

The estimated parameters of the candidate distribu-
tions for the previously mentioned sample time interval 
speeds are shown in Table 3 and their related goodness-
of-fit plots (density plot, CDF plot, Q–Q plot1, P–P plot2) 

1 emphasizes the lack of fit at the distribution tails in candidate – 
empirical distributions comparison;

2 emphasizes the lack of fit at the distribution centre in candi-
date – empirical distributions comparison.

are presented in Figure 7. It should be highlighted that, 
since the beta distribution was among the candidate dis-
tributions in this time interval, the speeds were rescaled 
to (0–1) interval for distribution parameter estimation and 
distribution fitting.

It should be noted that all four plots of Figure 7 com-
pare the candidate distributions by the empirical distribu-
tion of the sample time interval speeds in some aspects. 
For instance, the density plot represents the density func-
tion of the fitted distribution along with the histogram of 
the empirical distribution of the speeds. Apart from the 
two basic classical goodness-of-fit plots (density plot and 
CDF plot), the Q–Q plot emphasizes the lack-of-fit at the 
distribution tails while the P–P plot emphasizes the lack-
of-fit at the distribution centre. Taking the Q–Q plot of the 
sample time interval speeds into account, one can simply 
find out that the beta and normal distributions describe 
the tails of empirical distribution better though the beta 

Figure 6. Skewness–kurtosis plot of the sample time interval 
speeds in accelerated flow condition

Figure 5. Histogram (a) and CDF (b) plots of an empirical distribution  
of the sample time interval speeds in accelerated flow condition
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Table 2. Summary statistics of the sample time interval speeds in accelerated flow condition [km/h]

Minimum Maximum Median Mean Estimated SD Estimated skewness Estimated kurtosis
1.1 41.4 30.25 28.44799 9.013783 –0.7810547 2.993978
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Table 3. Estimated parameters for the sample time interval speeds in accelerated flow condition

Weibull distribution Estimate Std. error Shape* Scale*

Shape 3.6984370 0.28826273 1.0000000 0.2712543
Scale 0.7588289 0.01945914 0.2712543 1.0000000
Log-likelihood 11.40879 – – –
AIC –18.81758 – – –
BIC –13.24259 – – –

Normal distribution Estimate Std. error Mean* SD*

Mean 0.6871479 0.01979238 1 0
SD 0.2168146 0.01399398 0 1
Log-likelihood 13.17288 – – –
AIC –22.34576 – – –
BIC –16.77078 – – –

Lognormal distribution Estimate Std. error Mean-log* SD-log*

Mean-log –0.4571250 0.04453794 1 0
SD-log 0.4878887 0.03149249 0 1
Log-likelihood –29.29747 – – –
AIC 62.59494 – – –
BIC 68.16992 – – –

Gamma distribution Estimate Std. error Shape* Rate*

Shape 6.265413 0.7882665 1.0000000 0.9604612
Rate 9.117955 1.1943756 0.9604612 1.0000000
Log-likelihood –8.500691 – – –
AIC 21.00138 – – –
BIC 26.57637 – – –

Beta distribution Estimate Std. error Shape 1* Shape 2*

Shape 1 2.236750 0.2906532 1.0000000 0.7177342
Shape 2 1.027871 0.1185741 0.7177342 1.0000000
Log-likelihood 28.81901 – – –
AIC –53.63801 – – –
BIC –48.06303 – – –

Note: * – values represent the correlation matrix values.

distribution could be preferred for its better description of 
the empirical distribution centre considering the related 
P–P plot.

2.3. Goodness-of-fit test comparison of the sample 
time interval speeds in accelerated flow condition

Having compared the candidate distributions to the em-
pirical distribution graphically, they were further com-
pared to each other by three goodness-of-fit tests (KS, 
CvM, AD) and two penalized criteria (AIC and BIC) 
based on the Equations (15)–(19) to find the best possible 
fitted distribution to that traffic condition (acceleration 
process in this case). The computed values of these three 
goodness-of-fit statistics and two classical penalized crite-
ria based on the log likelihood for the fitted distributions 
to the sample time interval speeds in accelerated flow con-
dition are given in Table 4.

As previously mentioned, the main aim of the Good-
ness-of-fit tests is to measure the distance between the fit-

ted parametric distribution and the empirical distribution. 
Therefore the lower parameter in Table 4, the better fitted 
distribution. Taking the outputs of the goodness-of-fit sta-
tistics into account (Table 4), beta distribution would be 
considered as the best fitted distribution to the case study 
sample time interval speeds where traffic flow followed 
acceleration process. The situation in which traffic speed 
follows different distributions is quite recognized in the 
literature. For instance, Leong (1968) and McLean (1979) 
found that, for lightly trafficked two-lane roads where most 
vehicles are traveling freely, car speeds measured in time 
are approximately normally distributed with a coefficient 
of variation ranging from about 0:11…0:18. In addition, 
Minh et al. (2005) have studied that the speed distribution 
followed the normal distribution on the urban road. Wang 
et al. (2012) introduced truncated normal and lognormal 
distribution for modelling speeds and travel time. Zou 
(2013) proposed that skew-t distribution can reasonably 
take into account the heterogeneity in vehicle speed data. 
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Zou and Zhang (2011) said that a single normal distribu-
tion cannot accurately accommodate the excess kurtosis 
present in the speed distribution and they proposed skew-
normal and skew-t distribution to fit speed data. Haight 
and Mosher (1962) considered that the speed data could 
be well represented by either a gamma or a lognormal dis-
tribution. Gerlough and Huber (1975) proposed the use 
of the lognormal distribution. This resembles the normal 
distribution but is skewed with a larger tail to the right. 
It offers the advantage that the same functional form is 
retained when the time speed distribution is transformed 
into a space-speed distribution and avoids the theoretical 
difficulty of the negative speeds given by the infinite tails 
of the normal distribution. This assumption is supported 
by IMAGINE (2006), where different speed distributions 
are related to different traffic conditions. Recently litera-
ture has remarked that there is a distribution of speed over 
each level of density in traffic flow, which might not neces-
sarily be a normal distribution (Qu et al. 2017). The results 

of the distribution fitting process of the current research 
in the urban road traffic (interrupted traffic flow) show 
the fact that traffic speed in the urban roads might follow 
different distributions taking different traffic conditions 
into account.

The best-fitted distributions to the traffic speed in dif-
ferent traffic conditions (results of the distribution fitting 
process for all of the defined traffic conditions) defined 
in Section 1.1.1 along with the statistical specifications of 
the traffic speed in different traffic conditions are shown 
in Table 5.

It should be noted that the minimum boundary of 
the acceleration process is considered as the situation in 
which the vehicles are almost stopped and they are ready 
to increase their speed. Moreover, the minimum bound-
ary of the deceleration process is considered the situation 
in which the vehicles are decreasing their speed until the 
time that they are almost stopped (reaching the xj in Fig-
ure 3).

Figure 7. Goodness-of-fit plots of the candidate distributions fitted to the sample time interval speeds in accelerated flow condition
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Table 4. Comparison of goodness-of-fit results of the sample time interval speeds in accelerated flow condition

Goodness-of-fit tests Weibull Normal Lognormal Gamma Beta

KS 0.1110469 0.1081006 0.1743946 0.1537278 0.05633537

CvM 0.3430385 0.3299080 1.2681188 0.8381365 0.06010820

AD 2.1876732 2.0322768 7.2177582 4.8178281 0.46603657

AIC –18.81758 –22.34576 62.59494 21.00138 –53.63801

BIC –13.24259 –16.77078 68.16992 26.57637 –48.06303
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Furthermore, it is worth noting that in the current 
study, the possible presence of the HGVs in the urban 
roads has not been considered since the Heavy Goods Ve-
hicles (HGVs) are prohibited to enter into Budapest since 
2016 (neither day nor night). Hence, the share of HGVs 
has not been integrated into the approach.

2.4. Sensitivity analysis

In this section, the sensitivity analysis in distribution fit-
ting has been performed considering different levels of 
errors in speed estimation in under saturated flow, free 
flow, decelerated flow, accelerated flow, over-saturated 
congestion and congestion respectively. Tables 6–11 show 
the results of the sensitivity analysis considering differ-
ent levels of error in speed estimation in different traffic 
conditions. By taking a wide look at the final results of 
the sensitivity analysis in under saturated flow condition 
(Table 6), it is evident that normal distribution is still the 
best-fitted distribution in under saturated traffic flow (the 
lower the values of goodness-of-fit tests the better fitted 
distribution). This is also the case for lognormal distribu-
tion in free flow condition (see the values in Table 7), beta 
distribution in accelerated flow condition (see the values 
in Table 9), exponential distribution in over-saturated 
congestion (see the values in Table 10) and gamma distri-
bution in congestion (see the values in Table 11). It should 
be noted that the results of the sensitivity analysis in decel-
erated flow condition showed the fact that the lognormal 
distribution is better fitted than chi-square distribution 
considering +30% and –20% error level in speed estima-
tion (pay attention to the values in +30% and –20% error 
rows in Table 8 and find the lowest value!) however the 
chi-square distribution is the best-fitted in the other levels.

Conclusions

Fundamental diagram, a graphical representation of the 
relationship among traffic flow, speed, and density, has 
been the foundation of traffic flow theory and transpor-
tation engineering for many years. Underlying a funda-
mental diagram is the relation between traffic speed and 
density, which roughly corresponds to drivers’ speed 
choices under varying car-following distances. Empirical 
observations show a wide-scattering of traffic speeds over 
a certain level of density, which would form a distribution 
of speed over a certain level of density (see this scattering 
in Figure 2). 

Literature often stated that these distributions in high-
ways, where traffic flow is uninterrupted, would follow 
the normal distribution (Wang et  al. 2013). The condi-
tions that turn to a different speed distribution are quite 
often realized in urban roads, where, in general, the traffic 
stream is much more complicated. 

The main aim of the current research was to investi-
gate the distribution of the traffic speed in urban roads 
in different traffic conditions. To do so, the distribution 
of traffic speeds in various locations in city of Budapest 
(Hungary) has been examined using the recorded videos 
and the outputs of loop detectors in the investigation sites. 
It observed that the speed of the traffic flow followed expo-
nential, normal, lognormal, gamma, beta and chi-square 
distribution in over-saturated congestion, under-saturated 
flow, free flow, congestion, accelerated flow and deceler-
ated flow scenarios respectively. 

Apart from distribution fitting analysis, the sensitiv-
ity analysis has been performed in the current study to 
investigate the effect of potential errors in speed estima-
tion by loop detectors in the final proposed distributions. 
The results of the sensitivity analysis showed that, taking 
the  +30% and  –20% error level in speed estimation by 
loop detectors into account, the best-fitted distribution to 
the decelerated traffic flow would be changed from chi-
square distribution to lognormal distribution (pay atten-
tion to the +30% and –20% error levels in Table 8 and find 
the lowest value!).
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Table 5. Speed variations in different traffic conditions

Traffic condition Fitted speed 
distribution

Minimum speed 
[km/h]

Maximum speed 
[km/h]

Average speed 
[km/h]

SD of speed 
[km/h]

Over-saturated congestion exponential 1 15.5 10.37 2.74
Under saturated flow normal 25 55 38.14 6.46
Free flow lognormal 35 55 47.18 5.5
Congestion gamma 10 25 14.53 3.91
Accelerated flow beta 1 45 27.41 13.15
Decelerated flow chi-square 1 35 18.76 11.82
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Table 6. Comparison of goodness-of-fit results of the sample speeds [km/h] in under saturated flow considering  
different levels of error in speed estimation

Goodness-of-fit tests Weibull Normal Lognormal Gamma Uniform Error level
KS 0.05504001 0.04283302 0.05084550 0.04434948 0.1492870

+5%
CvM 0.07640241 0.02727461 0.04373036 0.02922211 0.8036464
AD 0.54684425 0.18708341 0.31058764 0.20827640 inf
AIC 777.7321 773.2594 775.5032 773.8661 n/a
BIC 783.2565 778.7837 781.0275 779.3905 n/a
KS 0.05499471 0.04283302 0.05084550 0.04440133 0.1492870

+10%
CvM 0.07625297 0.02727461 0.04373036 0.02929997 0.8036464
AD 0.54639501 0.18708341 0.31058764 0.20862067 inf
AIC 788.6178 784.1450 786.3888 784.7518 n/a
BIC 794.1422 789.6694 791.9132 790.2762 n/a
KS 0.05503531 0.04283302 0.05084550 0.04431115 0.1492870

+15%
CvM 0.07636038 0.02727461 0.04373036 0.02916014 0.8036464
AD 0.54673476 0.18708341 0.31058764 0.20787495 inf
AIC 799.0195 794.5468 796.7905 795.1535 n/a
BIC 804.5439 800.0711 802.3149 800.6779 n/a
KS 0.05500568 0.04283302 0.05084550 0.04437475 0.1492870

+20%
CvM 0.07626643 0.02727461 0.04373036 0.02925770 0.8036464
AD 0.54645018 0.18708341 0.31058764 0.20836851 inf
AIC 808.9785 804.5057 806.7495 805.1125 n/a
BIC 814.5028 810.0301 812.2738 810.6368 n/a
KS 0.05509182 0.04283302 0.05084550 0.04429315 0.1492870

–5%
CvM 0.07654561 0.02727461 0.04373036 0.02913593 0.8036464
AD 0.54729315 0.18708341 0.31058764 0.20784474 inf
AIC 754.3126 749.8398 752.0836 750.4466 n/a
BIC 759.8370 755.3642 757.6080 755.9710 n/a
KS 0.05492876 0.04283302 0.05084550 0.04432825 0.1492870

–10%
CvM 0.07614922 0.02727461 0.04373036 0.02918784 0.8036464
AD 0.54601521 0.18708341 0.31058764 0.20805714 inf
AIC 741.6609 737.1881 739.4319 737.7949 n/a
BIC 747.1853 742.7124 744.9562 743.3192 n/a
KS 0.05501837 0.04283302 0.05084550 0.04436164 0.1492870

–15%
CvM 0.07633856 0.02727461 0.04373036 0.02923681 0.8036464
AD 0.54664741 0.18708341 0.31058764 0.20824154 inf
AIC 728.2858 723.8130 726.0568 724.4198 n/a
BIC 733.8102 729.3374 731.5812 729.9442 n/a
KS 0.05509583 0.04283302 0.05084550 0.04432034 0.1492870

–20%
CvM 0.07654531 0.02727461 0.04373036 0.02917514 0.8036464
AD 0.54730092 0.18708341 0.31058764 0.20797707 inf
AIC 714.0996 709.6269 711.8707 710.2337 n/a
BIC 719.6240 715.1512 717.3950 715.7580 n/a
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Table 7. Comparison of goodness-of-fit results of the sample speeds [km/h] in free flow considering  
different levels of error in speed estimation

Goodness-of-fit tests Weibull Normal Lognormal Gamma Uniform Error level
KS 0.09705827 0.07834848 0.05738510 0.06447334 0.1660802

+5%
CvM 0.17364430 0.06128168 0.03939531 0.04246622 0.8325637
AD 1.14189121 0.35862117 0.22840086 0.24244124 inf
AIC 698.7769 688.6895 687.4441 687.4508 n/a
BIC 704.1779 694.0905 692.8451 692.8517 n/a
KS 0.09713114 0.07834848 0.05738510 0.06464948 0.1660802

+10%
CvM 0.17394637 0.06128168 0.03939531 0.04253815 0.8325637
AD 1.14278860 0.35862117 0.22840086 0.24249715 inf
AIC 709.0113 698.9239 697.6785 697.6852 n/a
BIC 714.4123 704.3249 703.0795 703.0861 n/a
KS 0.09717136 0.07834848 0.05738510 0.06456792 0.1660802

+15%
CvM 0.17420127 0.06128168 0.03939531 0.04254718 0.8325637
AD 1.14356743 0.35862117 0.22840086 0.24276696 inf
AIC 718.7907 708.7033 707.4579 707.4646 n/a
BIC 724.1917 714.1042 712.8589 712.8655 n/a
KS 0.09701301 0.07834848 0.05738510 0.06457777 0.1660802

+20%
CvM 0.17349244 0.06128168 0.03939531 0.04255825 0.8325637
AD 1.14144892 0.35862117 0.22840086 0.24281917 inf
AIC 728.1538 718.0664 716.821 716.8277 n/a
BIC 733.5548 723.4674 722.222 722.2286 n/a
KS 0.09711641 0.07834848 0.05738510 0.06452301 0.1660802

–5%
CvM 0.17387197 0.06128168 0.03939531 0.04251763 0.8325637
AD 1.14256438 0.35862117 0.22840086 0.24267438 inf
AIC 676.7586 666.6711 665.4258 665.4324 n/a
BIC 682.1595 672.0721 670.8267 670.8334 n/a
KS 0.0970845 0.07834848 0.05738510 0.06454240 0.1660802

–10%
CvM 0.1738569 0.06128168 0.03939531 0.04251456 0.8325637
AD 1.1425470 0.35862117 0.22840086 0.24260415 inf
AIC 664.8638 654.7763 653.5310 653.5376 n/a
BIC 670.2647 660.1773 658.9319 658.9386 n/a
KS 0.09769744 0.07834848 0.05738510 0.06457408 0.1660802

–15 %
CvM 0.17641785 0.06128168 0.03939531 0.04255090 0.8325637
AD 1.15020960 0.35862117 0.22840086 0.24277725 inf
AIC 652.2892 642.2015 640.9561 640.9628 n/a
BIC 657.6901 647.6025 646.3571 646.3637 n/a
KS 0.09707671 0.07834848 0.05738510 0.06453655 0.1660802

–20%
CvM 0.17369209 0.06128168 0.03939531 0.04251853 0.8325637
AD 1.14202651 0.35862117 0.22840086 0.24264652 inf
AIC 638.9515 628.8641 627.6187 627.6254 n/a
BIC 644.3525 634.2650 633.0197 633.0263 n/a
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Table 8. Comparison of Goodness-of-fit results of the sample speeds [km/h] in decelerated flow considering  
different levels of error in speed estimation

Goodness-of-fit tests Weibull Normal Lognormal Chi-square Logistic Error level
KS 0.07017497 0.07159481 0.04944783 0.03871958 0.05200988

+5%
CvM 0.08200117 0.08189015 0.05792295 0.02048399 0.05390933
AD 0.52790972 0.52451279 0.43051457 0.17394709 0.46953517
AIC 753.9579 754.6487 753.7931 748.2034 757.5318
BIC 759.4822 760.1730 759.3175 750.9656 763.0561
KS 0.07017885 0.07159481 0.04944783 0.04293905 0.05200988

+10%
CvM 0.08199925 0.08189015 0.05792295 0.02258951 0.05390933
AD 0.52789862 0.52451279 0.43051457 0.20574382 0.46953517
AIC 764.8435 765.5344 764.6788 759.1470 768.4175
BIC 770.3679 771.0587 770.2032 761.9091 773.9418
KS 0.07016279 0.07159481 0.04944783 0.04688528 0.05200988

+15%
CvM 0.08198816 0.08189015 0.05792295 0.02805678 0.05390933
AD 0.52787995 0.52451279 0.43051457 0.27014133 0.46953517
AIC 775.2453 775.9361 775.0805 769.8442 778.8192
BIC 780.7696 781.4604 780.6049 772.6063 784.3435
KS 0.07016066 0.07159481 0.04944783 0.05056152 0.05200988

+20%
CvM 0.08199170 0.08189015 0.05792295 0.03648743 0.05390933
AD 0.52789471 0.52451279 0.43051457 0.36450384 0.46953517
AIC 785.2042 785.8950 785.0395 780.3162 788.7781
BIC 790.7286 791.4194 790.5638 783.0784 794.3025
KS 0.07013587 0.07159481 0.04944783 0.05727033 0.05200988

+30%
CvM 0.08190228 0.08189015 0.05792295 0.06043900 0.05390933
AD 0.52761898 0.52451279 0.43051457 0.63209731 0.46953517
AIC 803.9342 804.6250 803.7695 800.6567 807.5081
BIC 809.4585 810.1494 809.2938 803.4189 813.0325
KS 0.07013940 0.07159481 0.04944783 0.03879238 0.05200988

–5%
CvM 0.08191911 0.08189015 0.05792295 0.02861514 0.05390933
AD 0.52767222 0.52451279 0.43051457 0.22170578 0.46953517
AIC 730.5383 731.2292 730.3736 725.4766 734.1123
BIC 736.0627 736.7535 735.8979 728.2388 739.6366
KS 0.07024338 0.07159481 0.04944783 0.04327660 0.05200988

–10%
CvM 0.08217810 0.08189015 0.05792295 0.04021206 0.05390933
AD 0.52843258 0.52451279 0.43051457 0.30919795 0.46953517
AIC 717.8866 718.5774 717.7219 713.6326 721.4605
BIC 723.4110 724.1018 723.2462 716.3948 726.9849
KS 0.07008660 0.07159481 0.04944783 0.04790153 0.05200988

–15%
CvM 0.08171569 0.08189015 0.05792295 0.05799990 0.05390933
AD 0.52704242 0.52451279 0.43051457 0.44554787 0.46953517
AIC 704.5115 705.2024 704.3468 701.4191 708.0855
BIC 710.0359 710.7267 709.8712 704.1813 713.6098
KS 0.07010143 0.07159481 0.04944783 0.05268503 0.05200988

–20%
CvM 0.08183545 0.08189015 0.05792295 0.08306093 0.05390933
AD 0.52743270 0.52451279 0.43051457 0.63651677 0.46953517
AIC 690.3254 691.0162 690.1606 688.7906 693.8993
BIC 695.8497 696.5405 695.6850 691.5528 699.4237
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Table 9. Comparison of Goodness-of-fit results of the sample speeds [km/h] in accelerated flow considering  
different levels of error in speed estimation

Goodness-of-fit tests Weibull Normal Lognormal Gamma Beta Error level
KS 0.1110442 0.1081006 0.1743946 0.1537265 0.06305521

+5%
CvM 0.3430218 0.3299080 1.2681188 0.8381228 0.07394376
AD 2.1875908 2.0322768 7.2177582 4.8177793 0.58546846
AIC –18.81705 –22.34524 62.59546 21.00191 –53.58349
BIC –13.24207 –16.77025 68.17044 26.57689 –48.00851
KS 0.1110442 0.1081006 0.1743946 0.1537265 0.06318114

+10%
CvM 0.3430218 0.3299080 1.2681188 0.8381227 0.07421670
AD 2.1875907 2.0322768 7.2177582 4.8177790 0.58777253
AIC –18.81705 –22.34523 62.59546 21.00191 –53.58391
BIC –13.24207 –16.77025 68.17045 26.57689 –48.00892
KS 0.1110442 0.1081006 0.1743946 0.1537265 0.06333252

+15%
CvM 0.3430218 0.3299080 1.2681188 0.8381227 0.07457412
AD 2.1875907 2.0322768 7.2177582 4.8177788 0.59062494
AIC –18.81705 –22.34523 62.59547 21.00191 –53.58435
BIC –13.24206 –16.77025 68.17045 26.57690 –48.00937
KS 0.1110442 0.1081006 0.1743946 0.1537265 0.06342779

+20%
CvM 0.3430217 0.3299080 1.2681188 0.8381226 0.07481655
AD 2.1875907 2.0322768 7.2177582 4.8177786 0.59264767
AIC –18.81705 –22.34523 62.59547 21.00191 –53.58483
BIC –13.24206 –16.77025 68.17045 26.57690 –48.00984
KS 0.1110442 0.1081006 0.1743946 0.1537265 0.06277775

–5%
CvM 0.3430218 0.3299080 1.2681188 0.8381230 0.07326392
AD 2.1875908 2.0322768 7.2177582 4.8177798 0.57992461
AIC –18.81706 –22.34524 62.59546 21.00190 –53.58280
BIC –13.24207 –16.77026 68.17044 26.57689 –48.00782
KS 0.1110442 0.1081006 0.1743946 0.1537265 0.06261044

–10%
CvM 0.3430218 0.3299080 1.2681188 0.8381231 0.07287825
AD 2.1875908 2.0322768 7.2177582 4.8177801 0.57677902
AIC –18.81706 –22.34525 62.59545 21.00190 –53.58254
BIC –13.24208 –16.77026 68.17044 26.57688 –48.00755
KS 0.1110442 0.1081006 0.1743946 0.1537265 0.06246411

–15%
CvM 0.3430218 0.3299080 1.2681188 0.8381231 0.07255211
AD 2.1875909 2.0322768 7.2177582 4.8177805 0.57401147
AIC –18.81707 –22.34525 62.59545 21.00189 –53.58234
BIC –13.24208 –16.77027 68.17043 26.57688 –48.00736
KS 0.1110442 0.1081006 0.1743946 0.1537265 0.06225249

–20%
CvM 0.3430218 0.3299080 1.2681188 0.8381233 0.07209495
AD 2.1875909 2.0322768 7.2177582 4.8177809 0.57027639
AIC –18.81707 –22.34525 62.59544 21.00189 –53.58223
BIC –13.24209 –16.77027 68.17043 26.57687 –48.00724
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Table 10. Comparison of goodness-of-fit results of the sample speeds [km/h] in over-saturated congestion considering different 
levels of error in speed estimation

Goodness-of-fit tests Weibull Lognormal Gamma Exponential Error level
KS 0.1191751 0.1352376 0.1227149 0.1076295

+5%
CvM 0.2231884 0.3314802 0.2325473 0.1913169
AD 1.6539557 2.2459483 1.7130743 1.6000141
AIC 481.8644 484.1806 481.7615 484.4919
BIC 486.8417 489.1579 486.7388 486.9805
KS 0.1191709 0.1352376 0.1227370 0.1076295

+10%
CvM 0.2232515 0.3314802 0.2325796 0.1913170
AD 1.6543600 2.2459483 1.7133271 1.6000142
AIC 490.1450 492.4612 490.0421 492.7725
BIC 495.1222 497.4385 495.0193 495.2611
KS 0.1192183 0.1352376 0.1227447 0.1076295

+15%
CvM 0.2233920 0.3314802 0.2325964 0.1913169
AD 1.6552271 2.2459483 1.7134469 1.6000141
AIC 498.0574 500.3736 497.9545 500.6849
BIC 503.0347 505.3509 502.9317 503.1735
KS 0.1191851 0.1352376 0.1227905 0.1076295

+20%
CvM 0.2232403 0.3314802 0.2326136 0.1913169
AD 1.6542800 2.2459483 1.7136850 1.6000141
AIC 505.6330 507.9492 505.5301 508.2605
BIC 510.6103 512.9265 510.5074 510.7491
KS 0.1192193 0.1352376 0.1227425 0.1076295

–5%
CvM 0.2233885 0.3314802 0.2324279 0.1913170
AD 1.6552042 2.2459483 1.7124725 1.6000142
AIC 464.0496 466.3658 463.9466 466.6770
BIC 469.0268 471.3430 468.9239 469.1657
KS 0.119168 0.1352376 0.1227722 0.1076295

–10%
CvM 0.223297 0.3314802 0.2326957 0.1913169
AD 1.654652 2.2459483 1.7141004 1.6000141
AIC 454.4256 456.7418 454.3227 457.0531
BIC 459.4029 461.7191 459.2999 459.5417
KS 0.1192008 0.1352376 0.1227363 0.1076295

–15%
CvM 0.2232869 0.3314802 0.2324706 0.1913170
AD 1.6545681 2.2459483 1.7126990 1.6000141
AIC 444.2514 446.5676 444.1485 446.8789
BIC 449.2287 451.5449 449.1257 449.3675
KS 0.1192119 0.1352376 0.1227209 0.1076295

–20%
CvM 0.2232823 0.3314802 0.2324812 0.1913170
AD 1.6545321 2.2459483 1.7127131 1.6000141
AIC 433.4602 435.7764 433.3573 436.0877
BIC 438.4375 440.7537 438.3346 438.5763
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Table 11. Comparison of goodness-of-fit results of the sample speeds [km/h] in congestion considering  
different levels of error in speed estimation

Goodness-of-fit tests Weibull Normal Lognormal Gamma Uniform Error level
KS 0.08003632 0.07312253 0.07517967 0.06268930 0.2401795

+5%
CvM 0.10982133 0.08314372 0.07244533 0.05777517 1.7901477
AD 0.86457138 0.61695308 0.44767556 0.38458526 inf
AIC 618.4569 614.1415 609.0544 609.0750 n/a
BIC 623.8760 619.5606 614.4734 614.4941 n/a
KS 0.08020147 0.07312253 0.07517967 0.06270179 0.2401795

+10%
CvM 0.11038349 0.08314372 0.07244533 0.05776189 1.7901477
AD 0.86640945 0.61695308 0.44767556 0.38448749 inf
AIC 628.7843 624.469 619.3818 619.4024 n/a
BIC 634.2034 629.888 624.8009 624.8215 n/a
KS 0.08022457 0.07312253 0.07517967 0.06276694 0.2401795

+15%
CvM 0.11046431 0.08314372 0.07244533 0.05787347 1.7901477
AD 0.86667554 0.61695308 0.44767556 0.38515794 inf
AIC 638.6526 634.3373 629.2501 629.2707 n/a
BIC 644.0717 639.7563 634.6692 634.6898 n/a
KS 0.08008344 0.07312253 0.07517967 0.06276391 0.2401795

+20%
CvM 0.10998905 0.08314372 0.07244533 0.05782003 1.7901477
AD 0.86512414 0.61695308 0.44767556 0.38481160 inf
AIC 648.1009 643.7855 638.6984 638.719 n/a
BIC 653.5199 649.2046 644.1174 644.138 n/a
KS 0.08017335 0.07312253 0.07517967 0.06265826 0.2401795

–5%
CvM 0.11025152 0.08314372 0.07244533 0.05774832 1.7901477
AD 0.86595356 0.61695308 0.44767556 0.38443757 inf
AIC 596.2384 591.9230 586.8359 586.8565 n/a
BIC 601.6574 597.3421 592.2549 592.2755 n/a
KS 0.08009915 0.07312253 0.07517967 0.06276749 0.2401795

–10%
CvM 0.11008298 0.08314372 0.07244533 0.05791712 1.7901477
AD 0.86545828 0.61695308 0.44767556 0.38544280 inf
AIC 584.2354 579.9201 574.8329 574.8536 n/a
BIC 589.6545 585.3392 580.2520 580.2726 n/a
KS 0.08019808 0.07312253 0.07517967 0.06272397 0.2401795

–15%
CvM 0.11034252 0.08314372 0.07244533 0.05789188 1.7901477
AD 0.86625584 0.61695308 0.44767556 0.38531653 inf
AIC 571.5463 567.2309 562.1438 562.1644 n/a
BIC 576.9653 572.6500 567.5628 567.5834 n/a
KS 0.0801243 0.07312253 0.07517967 0.06269706 0.2401795

–20%
CvM 0.1101419 0.08314372 0.07244533 0.05784111 1.7901477
AD 0.8656331 0.61695308 0.44767556 0.38500877 inf
AIC 558.0876 553.7723 548.6851 548.7057 n/a
BIC 563.5067 559.1913 554.1042 554.1248 n/a
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